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Some Text

We thrive in information--thick worlds because of our

marvelous and everyday capacity to select, edit, single

out, structure, highlight, group, pair, merge, harmo-

nize, synthesize, focus, organize, condense, reduce,

boil down, choose, categorize, catalog, classify, list,

abstract, scan, look into, idealize, isolate, discrimi-

nate, distinguish, screen, pigeonhole, pick over, sort,

integrate, blend, inspect, filter, lump, skip, smooth,

chunk, average, approximate, cluster, aggregate, out-

line, summarize, itemize, review, dip into, flip through,

browse, glance into, leaf through, skim, refine, enu-

merate, glean, synopsize, winnow the wheat from the

chaff and separate the sheep from the goats.

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the designer

of a new system must not only be the imple-

menter and first large--scale user; the designer

should also write the first user manual.

The separation of any of these four components

would have hurt TEX significantly. If I had not

participated fully in all these activities, liter-

ally hundreds of improvements would never

have been made, because I would never have

thought of them or perceived why they were im-

portant.

But a system cannot be successful if it is too

strongly influenced by a single person. Once

the initial design is complete and fairly robust,

the real test begins as people with many dif-

ferent viewpoints undertake their own experi-

ments.

Coming back to the use of typefaces in elec-

tronic publishing: many of the new typog-

raphers receive their knowledge and in-

formation about the rules of typography

from books, from computer magazines or

the instruction manuals which they get with

the purchase of a PC or software. There is

not so much basic instruction, as of now,

as there was in the old days, showing the

differences between good and bad typo-

graphic design. Many people are just fas-

cinated by their PC’s tricks, and think that a

widely--praised program, called up on the

screen, will make everything automatic

from now on.

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the de-

signer of a new system must not only be the

implementer and first large--scale user; the

designer should also write the first user man-

ual.

The separation of any of these four compo-

nents would have hurt TEX significantly. If

I had not participated fully in all these ac-

tivities, literally hundreds of improvements

would never have been made, because I

would never have thought of them or per-

ceived why they were important.

But a system cannot be successful if it is

too strongly influenced by a single person.

Once the initial design is complete and fairly

robust, the real test begins as people with

many different viewpoints undertake their

own experiments.

Another Text

We thrive in information--thick worlds because of our

marvelous and everyday capacity to select, edit, sin-

gle out, structure, highlight, group, pair, merge, har-

monize, synthesize, focus, organize, condense, re-

duce, boil down, choose, categorize, catalog, clas-

sify, list, abstract, scan, look into, idealize, isolate,

discriminate, distinguish, screen, pigeonhole, pick

over, sort, integrate, blend, inspect, filter, lump, skip,

smooth, chunk, average, approximate, cluster, ag-

gregate, outline, summarize, itemize, review, dip

into, flip through, browse, glance into, leaf through,

skim, refine, enumerate, glean, synopsize, winnow

the wheat from the chaff and separate the sheep

from the goats.

Coming back to the use of typefaces in electronic

publishing: many of the new typographers receive

their knowledge and information about the rules of

typography from books, from computer magazines

or the instruction manuals which they get with the

purchase of a PC or software. There is not so much

basic instruction, as of now, as there was in the old

days, showing the differences between good and

bad typographic design. Many people are just fasci-

nated by their PC’s tricks, and think that a widely--

praised program, called up on the screen, will make

everything automatic from now on.

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the designer of a

new system must not only be the implementer and first

large--scale user; the designer should also write the first

user manual.

The separation of any of these four components would

have hurt TEX significantly. If I had not participated fully

in all these activities, literally hundreds of improvements

would never have been made, because I would never

have thought of them or perceived why they were im-

portant.

But a system cannot be successful if it is too strongly in-

fluenced by a single person. Once the initial design is

complete and fairly robust, the real test begins as peo-

ple with many different viewpoints undertake their own

experiments.

Some More Text

We thrive in information--thick worlds be-

cause of our marvelous and everyday ca-

pacity to select, edit, single out, structure,

highlight, group, pair, merge, harmonize,

synthesize, focus, organize, condense, re-

duce, boil down, choose, categorize, cat-

alog, classify, list, abstract, scan, look

into, idealize, isolate, discriminate, dis-

tinguish, screen, pigeonhole, pick over,

sort, integrate, blend, inspect, filter, lump,

skip, smooth, chunk, average, approxi-

mate, cluster, aggregate, outline, summa-

rize, itemize, review, dip into, flip through,

browse, glance into, leaf through, skim,

refine, enumerate, glean, synopsize, win-

now the wheat from the chaff and sepa-

rate the sheep from the goats.

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the designer of a

new system must not only be the implementer and first

large--scale user; the designer should also write the

first user manual.

The separation of any of these four components would

have hurt TEX significantly. If I had not participated

fully in all these activities, literally hundreds of im-

provements would never have been made, because I

would never have thought of them or perceived why

they were important.

But a system cannot be successful if it is too strongly

influenced by a single person. Once the initial design

is complete and fairly robust, the real test begins as

people with many different viewpoints undertake their

own experiments.

Coming back to the use of typefaces in elec-

tronic publishing: many of the new typogra-

phers receive their knowledge and information

about the rules of typography from books, from

computer magazines or the instruction manu-

als which they get with the purchase of a PC or

software. There is not so much basic instruction,

as of now, as there was in the old days, show-

ing the differences between good and bad typo-

graphic design. Many people are just fascinated

by their PC’s tricks, and think that a widely--

praised program, called up on the screen, will

make everything automatic from now on.

We thrive in information--thick worlds because

of our marvelous and everyday capacity to

select, edit, single out, structure, highlight,

group, pair, merge, harmonize, synthesize, fo-

cus, organize, condense, reduce, boil down,

choose, categorize, catalog, classify, list, ab-

stract, scan, look into, idealize, isolate, dis-

criminate, distinguish, screen, pigeonhole,

pick over, sort, integrate, blend, inspect, filter,

lump, skip, smooth, chunk, average, approxi-

mate, cluster, aggregate, outline, summarize,

itemize, review, dip into, flip through, browse,

glance into, leaf through, skim, refine, enu-

merate, glean, synopsize, winnow the wheat

from the chaff and separate the sheep from

the goats.

Some Text Again

We thrive in information--thick worlds be-

cause of our marvelous and everyday ca-

pacity to select, edit, single out, struc-

ture, highlight, group, pair, merge, har-

monize, synthesize, focus, organize, con-

dense, reduce, boil down, choose, catego-

rize, catalog, classify, list, abstract, scan,

look into, idealize, isolate, discriminate,

distinguish, screen, pigeonhole, pick over,

sort, integrate, blend, inspect, filter, lump,

skip, smooth, chunk, average, approxi-

mate, cluster, aggregate, outline, summa-

rize, itemize, review, dip into, flip through,

browse, glance into, leaf through, skim, re-

fine, enumerate, glean, synopsize, winnow

the wheat from the chaff and separate the

sheep from the goats.

Coming back to the use of typefaces in electronic pub-

lishing: many of the new typographers receive their

knowledge and information about the rules of typog-

raphy from books, from computer magazines or the in-

struction manuals which they get with the purchase of a

PC or software. There is not so much basic instruction,

as of now, as there was in the old days, showing the dif-

ferences between good and bad typographic design.

Many people are just fascinated by their PC’s tricks, and

think that a widely--praised program, called up on the

screen, will make everything automatic from now on.

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the de-

signer of a new system must not only be the

implementer and first large--scale user; the

designer should also write the first user man-

ual.

The separation of any of these four compo-

nents would have hurt TEX significantly. If I

had not participated fully in all these activi-

ties, literally hundreds of improvements would

never have been made, because I would

never have thought of them or perceived why

they were important.

But a system cannot be successful if it is too

strongly influenced by a single person. Once

the initial design is complete and fairly robust,

the real test begins as people with many dif-

ferent viewpoints undertake their own experi-

ments.

We thrive in information--thick worlds because of our

marvelous and everyday capacity to select, edit, sin-

gle out, structure, highlight, group, pair, merge, har-

monize, synthesize, focus, organize, condense, reduce,

boil down, choose, categorize, catalog, classify, list, ab-

stract, scan, look into, idealize, isolate, discriminate,

distinguish, screen, pigeonhole, pick over, sort, inte-

grate, blend, inspect, filter, lump, skip, smooth, chunk,

average, approximate, cluster, aggregate, outline, sum-

marize, itemize, review, dip into, flip through, browse,

glance into, leaf through, skim, refine, enumerate,

glean, synopsize, winnow the wheat from the chaff and

separate the sheep from the goats.
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Some Text

We thrive in information--thick worlds because of our

marvelous and everyday capacity to select, edit, sin-

gle out, structure, highlight, group, pair, merge, har-

monize, synthesize, focus, organize, condense, re-

duce, boil down, choose, categorize, catalog, classify,

list, abstract, scan, look into, idealize, isolate, discrim-

inate, distinguish, screen, pigeonhole, pick over, sort,

integrate, blend, inspect, filter, lump, skip, smooth,

chunk, average, approximate, cluster, aggregate, out-

line, summarize, itemize, review, dip into, flip through,

browse, glance into, leaf through, skim, refine, enumer-

ate, glean, synopsize, winnow the wheat from the chaff

and separate the sheep from the goats.

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the designer

of a new system must not only be the imple-

menter and first large--scale user; the designer

should also write the first user manual.

The separation of any of these four components

would have hurt TEX significantly. If I had not

participated fully in all these activities, literally

hundreds of improvements would never have

been made, because I would never have thought

of them or perceived why they were important.

But a system cannot be successful if it is too

strongly influenced by a single person. Once the

initial design is complete and fairly robust, the

real test begins as people with many different

viewpoints undertake their own experiments.

Coming back to the use of typefaces in electronic publish-

ing: many of the new typographers receive their knowl-

edge and information about the rules of typography from

books, from computer magazines or the instruction man-

uals which they get with the purchase of a PC or software.

There is not so much basic instruction, as of now, as there

was in the old days, showing the differences between

good and bad typographic design. Many people are just

fascinated by their PC’s tricks, and think that a widely--

praised program, called up on the screen, will make every-

thing automatic from now on.

We thrive in information--thick worlds because

of our marvelous and everyday capacity to

select, edit, single out, structure, highlight,

group, pair, merge, harmonize, synthesize, fo-

cus, organize, condense, reduce, boil down,

choose, categorize, catalog, classify, list, ab-

stract, scan, look into, idealize, isolate, dis-

criminate, distinguish, screen, pigeonhole,

pick over, sort, integrate, blend, inspect, filter,

lump, skip, smooth, chunk, average, approxi-

mate, cluster, aggregate, outline, summarize,

itemize, review, dip into, flip through, browse,

glance into, leaf through, skim, refine, enu-

merate, glean, synopsize, winnow the wheat

from the chaff and separate the sheep from

the goats.

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the de-

signer of a new system must not only be the

implementer and first large--scale user; the de-

signer should also write the first user manual.

The separation of any of these four compo-

nents would have hurt TEX significantly. If I had

not participated fully in all these activities, lit-

erally hundreds of improvements would never

have been made, because I would never have

thought of them or perceived why they were

important.

But a system cannot be successful if it is too

strongly influenced by a single person. Once

the initial design is complete and fairly robust,

the real test begins as people with many dif-

ferent viewpoints undertake their own experi-

ments.

Coming back to the use of typefaces in elec-

tronic publishing: many of the new typog-

raphers receive their knowledge and in-

formation about the rules of typography

from books, from computer magazines or

the instruction manuals which they get with

the purchase of a PC or software. There is

not so much basic instruction, as of now,

as there was in the old days, showing the

differences between good and bad typo-

graphic design. Many people are just fas-

cinated by their PC’s tricks, and think that a

widely--praised program, called up on the

screen, will make everything automatic

from now on.

Another Text

We thrive in information--thick worlds be-

cause of our marvelous and everyday ca-

pacity to select, edit, single out, struc-

ture, highlight, group, pair, merge, har-

monize, synthesize, focus, organize, con-

dense, reduce, boil down, choose, catego-

rize, catalog, classify, list, abstract, scan,

look into, idealize, isolate, discriminate,

distinguish, screen, pigeonhole, pick over,

sort, integrate, blend, inspect, filter, lump,

skip, smooth, chunk, average, approxi-

mate, cluster, aggregate, outline, summa-

rize, itemize, review, dip into, flip through,

browse, glance into, leaf through, skim, re-

fine, enumerate, glean, synopsize, winnow

the wheat from the chaff and separate the

sheep from the goats.

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the de-

signer of a new system must not only be the

implementer and first large--scale user; the

designer should also write the first user man-

ual.

The separation of any of these four compo-

nents would have hurt TEX significantly. If

I had not participated fully in all these ac-

tivities, literally hundreds of improvements

would never have been made, because I

would never have thought of them or per-

ceived why they were important.

But a system cannot be successful if it is

too strongly influenced by a single person.

Once the initial design is complete and fairly

robust, the real test begins as people with

many different viewpoints undertake their

own experiments.

Coming back to the use of typefaces in elec-

tronic publishing: many of the new typogra-

phers receive their knowledge and information

about the rules of typography from books, from

computer magazines or the instruction manuals

which they get with the purchase of a PC or soft-

ware. There is not so much basic instruction, as

of now, as there was in the old days, showing the

differences between good and bad typographic

design. Many people are just fascinated by their

PC’s tricks, and think that a widely--praised pro-

gram, called up on the screen, will make every-

thing automatic from now on.

Some Nice Text

We thrive in information--thick worlds because of

our marvelous and everyday capacity to select,

edit, single out, structure, highlight, group, pair,

merge, harmonize, synthesize, focus, organize, con-

dense, reduce, boil down, choose, categorize, cata-

log, classify, list, abstract, scan, look into, idealize,

isolate, discriminate, distinguish, screen, pigeon-

hole, pick over, sort, integrate, blend, inspect, filter,

lump, skip, smooth, chunk, average, approximate,

cluster, aggregate, outline, summarize, itemize, re-

view, dip into, flip through, browse, glance into, leaf

through, skim, refine, enumerate, glean, synopsize,

winnow the wheat from the chaff and separate the

sheep from the goats.

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the designer of a

new system must not only be the implementer and

first large--scale user; the designer should also write

the first user manual.

The separation of any of these four components

would have hurt TEX significantly. If I had not par-

ticipated fully in all these activities, literally hundreds

of improvements would never have been made, be-

cause I would never have thought of them or per-

ceived why they were important.

But a system cannot be successful if it is too strongly

influenced by a single person. Once the initial de-

sign is complete and fairly robust, the real test be-

gins as people with many different viewpoints under-

take their own experiments.

Coming back to the use of typefaces in elec-

tronic publishing: many of the new typog-

raphers receive their knowledge and in-

formation about the rules of typography

from books, from computer magazines or

the instruction manuals which they get with

the purchase of a PC or software. There is

not so much basic instruction, as of now,

as there was in the old days, showing the

differences between good and bad typo-

graphic design. Many people are just fas-

cinated by their PC’s tricks, and think that a

widely--praised program, called up on the

screen, will make everything automatic

from now on.

We thrive in information--thick worlds because of our

marvelous and everyday capacity to select, edit, sin-

gle out, structure, highlight, group, pair, merge, har-

monize, synthesize, focus, organize, condense, re-

duce, boil down, choose, categorize, catalog, classify,

list, abstract, scan, look into, idealize, isolate, discrim-

inate, distinguish, screen, pigeonhole, pick over, sort,

integrate, blend, inspect, filter, lump, skip, smooth,

chunk, average, approximate, cluster, aggregate, out-

line, summarize, itemize, review, dip into, flip through,

browse, glance into, leaf through, skim, refine, enumer-

ate, glean, synopsize, winnow the wheat from the chaff

and separate the sheep from the goats.

We thrive in information--thick worlds because of

our marvelous and everyday capacity to select,

edit, single out, structure, highlight, group, pair,

merge, harmonize, synthesize, focus, organize,

condense, reduce, boil down, choose, catego-

rize, catalog, classify, list, abstract, scan, look

into, idealize, isolate, discriminate, distinguish,

screen, pigeonhole, pick over, sort, integrate,

blend, inspect, filter, lump, skip, smooth, chunk,

average, approximate, cluster, aggregate, out-

line, summarize, itemize, review, dip into, flip

through, browse, glance into, leaf through, skim,

refine, enumerate, glean, synopsize, winnow the

wheat from the chaff and separate the sheep

from the goats.

Some Funny Text

We thrive in information--thick worlds because of our

marvelous and everyday capacity to select, edit, sin-

gle out, structure, highlight, group, pair, merge, harmo-

nize, synthesize, focus, organize, condense, reduce, boil

down, choose, categorize, catalog, classify, list, abstract,

scan, look into, idealize, isolate, discriminate, distinguish,

screen, pigeonhole, pick over, sort, integrate, blend, in-

spect, filter, lump, skip, smooth, chunk, average, approx-

imate, cluster, aggregate, outline, summarize, itemize,

review, dip into, flip through, browse, glance into, leaf

through, skim, refine, enumerate, glean, synopsize, win-

now the wheat from the chaff and separate the sheep

from the goats.

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the designer of a

new system must not only be the implementer and

first large--scale user; the designer should also write

the first user manual.

The separation of any of these four components

would have hurt TEX significantly. If I had not partic-

ipated fully in all these activities, literally hundreds

of improvements would never have been made, be-

cause I would never have thought of them or per-

ceived why they were important.

But a system cannot be successful if it is too

strongly influenced by a single person. Once the ini-

tial design is complete and fairly robust, the real test

begins as people with many different viewpoints un-

dertake their own experiments.

Quite Some Text

We thrive in information--thick worlds because of our

marvelous and everyday capacity to select, edit, sin-

gle out, structure, highlight, group, pair, merge, har-

monize, synthesize, focus, organize, condense, reduce,

boil down, choose, categorize, catalog, classify, list, ab-

stract, scan, look into, idealize, isolate, discriminate,

distinguish, screen, pigeonhole, pick over, sort, inte-

grate, blend, inspect, filter, lump, skip, smooth, chunk,

average, approximate, cluster, aggregate, outline, sum-

marize, itemize, review, dip into, flip through, browse,

glance into, leaf through, skim, refine, enumerate, glean,

synopsize, winnow the wheat from the chaff and sepa-

rate the sheep from the goats.

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the

designer of a new system must not only

be the implementer and first large--scale

user; the designer should also write the

first user manual.

The separation of any of these four com-

ponents would have hurt TEX significantly.

If I had not participated fully in all these

activities, literally hundreds of improve-

ments would never have been made, be-

cause I would never have thought of them

or perceived why they were important.

But a system cannot be successful if it is

too strongly influenced by a single per-

son. Once the initial design is complete

and fairly robust, the real test begins as

people with many different viewpoints un-

dertake their own experiments.

Coming back to the use of typefaces in

electronic publishing: many of the new

typographers receive their knowledge

and information about the rules of typog-

raphy from books, from computer mag-

azines or the instruction manuals which

they get with the purchase of a PC or soft-

ware. There is not so much basic instruc-

tion, as of now, as there was in the old

days, showing the differences between

good and bad typographic design. Many

people are just fascinated by their PC’s

tricks, and think that a widely--praised

program, called up on the screen, will

make everything automatic from now on.

We thrive in information--thick worlds be-

cause of our marvelous and everyday ca-

pacity to select, edit, single out, struc-

ture, highlight, group, pair, merge, har-

monize, synthesize, focus, organize, con-

dense, reduce, boil down, choose, catego-

rize, catalog, classify, list, abstract, scan,

look into, idealize, isolate, discriminate,

distinguish, screen, pigeonhole, pick over,

sort, integrate, blend, inspect, filter, lump,

skip, smooth, chunk, average, approxi-

mate, cluster, aggregate, outline, summa-

rize, itemize, review, dip into, flip through,

browse, glance into, leaf through, skim, re-

fine, enumerate, glean, synopsize, winnow

the wheat from the chaff and separate the

sheep from the goats.

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the

designer of a new system must not only

be the implementer and first large--scale

user; the designer should also write the

first user manual.

The separation of any of these four com-

ponents would have hurt TEX significantly.

If I had not participated fully in all these

activities, literally hundreds of improve-

ments would never have been made, be-

cause I would never have thought of them

or perceived why they were important.

But a system cannot be successful if it is

too strongly influenced by a single per-

son. Once the initial design is complete

and fairly robust, the real test begins as

people with many different viewpoints un-

dertake their own experiments.

Coming back to the use of typefaces in electronic pub-

lishing: many of the new typographers receive their

knowledge and information about the rules of typog-

raphy from books, from computer magazines or the

instruction manuals which they get with the purchase

of a PC or software. There is not so much basic instruc-

tion, as of now, as there was in the old days, showing

the differences between good and bad typographic

design. Many people are just fascinated by their PC’s

tricks, and think that a widely--praised program, called

up on the screen, will make everything automatic from

now on.

We thrive in information--thick worlds because of our

marvelous and everyday capacity to select, edit, sin-

gle out, structure, highlight, group, pair, merge, har-

monize, synthesize, focus, organize, condense, reduce,

boil down, choose, categorize, catalog, classify, list, ab-

stract, scan, look into, idealize, isolate, discriminate,

distinguish, screen, pigeonhole, pick over, sort, inte-

grate, blend, inspect, filter, lump, skip, smooth, chunk,

average, approximate, cluster, aggregate, outline, sum-

marize, itemize, review, dip into, flip through, browse,

glance into, leaf through, skim, refine, enumerate,

glean, synopsize, winnow the wheat from the chaff and

separate the sheep from the goats.

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the designer of a

new system must not only be the implementer and

first large--scale user; the designer should also write

the first user manual.

The separation of any of these four components

would have hurt TEX significantly. If I had not par-

ticipated fully in all these activities, literally hundreds

of improvements would never have been made, be-

cause I would never have thought of them or per-

ceived why they were important.

But a system cannot be successful if it is too strongly

influenced by a single person. Once the initial design

is complete and fairly robust, the real test begins

as people with many different viewpoints undertake

their own experiments.

Coming back to the use of typefaces in elec-

tronic publishing: many of the new typogra-

phers receive their knowledge and information

about the rules of typography from books, from

computer magazines or the instruction manu-

als which they get with the purchase of a PC or

software. There is not so much basic instruction,

as of now, as there was in the old days, show-

ing the differences between good and bad typo-

graphic design. Many people are just fascinated

by their PC’s tricks, and think that a widely--

praised program, called up on the screen, will

make everything automatic from now on.

Even More Text

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the designer of

a new system must not only be the implementer

and first large--scale user; the designer should also

write the first user manual.

The separation of any of these four components

would have hurt TEX significantly. If I had not partic-

ipated fully in all these activities, literally hundreds

of improvements would never have been made, be-

cause I would never have thought of them or per-

ceived why they were important.

But a system cannot be successful if it is too

strongly influenced by a single person. Once the

initial design is complete and fairly robust, the real

test begins as people with many different view-

points undertake their own experiments.

Coming back to the use of typefaces in

electronic publishing: many of the new

typographers receive their knowledge and

information about the rules of typography

from books, from computer magazines or

the instruction manuals which they get

with the purchase of a PC or software.

There is not so much basic instruction,

as of now, as there was in the old days,

showing the differences between good

and bad typographic design. Many peo-

ple are just fascinated by their PC’s tricks,

and think that a widely--praised program,

called up on the screen, will make every-

thing automatic from now on.

We thrive in information--thick worlds because of our

marvelous and everyday capacity to select, edit, sin-

gle out, structure, highlight, group, pair, merge, harmo-

nize, synthesize, focus, organize, condense, reduce, boil

down, choose, categorize, catalog, classify, list, abstract,

scan, look into, idealize, isolate, discriminate, distinguish,

screen, pigeonhole, pick over, sort, integrate, blend, in-

spect, filter, lump, skip, smooth, chunk, average, approx-

imate, cluster, aggregate, outline, summarize, itemize,

review, dip into, flip through, browse, glance into, leaf

through, skim, refine, enumerate, glean, synopsize, win-

now the wheat from the chaff and separate the sheep

from the goats.

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the designer of a new

system must not only be the implementer and first large--

scale user; the designer should also write the first user

manual.

The separation of any of these four components would

have hurt TEX significantly. If I had not participated fully

in all these activities, literally hundreds of improvements

would never have been made, because I would never

have thought of them or perceived why they were impor-

tant.

But a system cannot be successful if it is too strongly in-

fluenced by a single person. Once the initial design is

complete and fairly robust, the real test begins as peo-

ple with many different viewpoints undertake their own

experiments.

Coming back to the use of typefaces in electronic

publishing: many of the new typographers receive

their knowledge and information about the rules

of typography from books, from computer mag-

azines or the instruction manuals which they get

with the purchase of a PC or software. There is not

so much basic instruction, as of now, as there was

in the old days, showing the differences between

good and bad typographic design. Many people

are just fascinated by their PC’s tricks, and think

that a widely--praised program, called up on the

screen, will make everything automatic from now

on.



The Third Page

Some Short Text

We thrive in information--thick worlds because of our

marvelous and everyday capacity to select, edit, sin-

gle out, structure, highlight, group, pair, merge, harmo-

nize, synthesize, focus, organize, condense, reduce, boil

down, choose, categorize, catalog, classify, list, abstract,

scan, look into, idealize, isolate, discriminate, distinguish,

screen, pigeonhole, pick over, sort, integrate, blend, in-

spect, filter, lump, skip, smooth, chunk, average, approx-

imate, cluster, aggregate, outline, summarize, itemize,

review, dip into, flip through, browse, glance into, leaf

through, skim, refine, enumerate, glean, synopsize, win-

now the wheat from the chaff and separate the sheep

from the goats.

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the

designer of a new system must not only

be the implementer and first large--scale

user; the designer should also write the

first user manual.

The separation of any of these four com-

ponents would have hurt TEX signifi-

cantly. If I had not participated fully in

all these activities, literally hundreds

of improvements would never have

been made, because I would never have

thought of them or perceived why they

were important.

But a system cannot be successful if it is

too strongly influenced by a single per-

son. Once the initial design is complete

and fairly robust, the real test begins as

people with many different viewpoints

undertake their own experiments.

Coming back to the use of typefaces in

electronic publishing: many of the new

typographers receive their knowledge

and information about the rules of ty-

pography from books, from computer

magazines or the instruction manuals

which they get with the purchase of a

PC or software. There is not so much ba-

sic instruction, as of now, as there was

in the old days, showing the differences

between good and bad typographic de-

sign. Many people are just fascinated by

their PC’s tricks, and think that a widely--

praised program, called up on the screen,

will make everything automatic from now

on.

Some Minimal Text

We thrive in information--thick worlds because

of our marvelous and everyday capacity to

select, edit, single out, structure, highlight,

group, pair, merge, harmonize, synthesize, fo-

cus, organize, condense, reduce, boil down,

choose, categorize, catalog, classify, list, ab-

stract, scan, look into, idealize, isolate, dis-

criminate, distinguish, screen, pigeonhole,

pick over, sort, integrate, blend, inspect, filter,

lump, skip, smooth, chunk, average, approxi-

mate, cluster, aggregate, outline, summarize,

itemize, review, dip into, flip through, browse,

glance into, leaf through, skim, refine, enu-

merate, glean, synopsize, winnow the wheat

from the chaff and separate the sheep from

the goats.

Coming back to the use of typefaces in elec-

tronic publishing: many of the new typog-

raphers receive their knowledge and infor-

mation about the rules of typography from

books, from computer magazines or the in-

struction manuals which they get with the

purchase of a PC or software. There is not so

much basic instruction, as of now, as there

was in the old days, showing the differences

between good and bad typographic design.

Many people are just fascinated by their PC’s

tricks, and think that a widely--praised pro-

gram, called up on the screen, will make

everything automatic from now on.

Some More Text

We thrive in information--thick worlds because of our

marvelous and everyday capacity to select, edit, sin-

gle out, structure, highlight, group, pair, merge, har-

monize, synthesize, focus, organize, condense, reduce,

boil down, choose, categorize, catalog, classify, list, ab-

stract, scan, look into, idealize, isolate, discriminate,

distinguish, screen, pigeonhole, pick over, sort, inte-

grate, blend, inspect, filter, lump, skip, smooth, chunk,

average, approximate, cluster, aggregate, outline, sum-

marize, itemize, review, dip into, flip through, browse,

glance into, leaf through, skim, refine, enumerate,

glean, synopsize, winnow the wheat from the chaff and

separate the sheep from the goats.

Thus, I came to the conclusion that the designer of a

new system must not only be the implementer and first

large--scale user; the designer should also write the

first user manual.

The separation of any of these four components would

have hurt TEX significantly. If I had not participated

fully in all these activities, literally hundreds of im-

provements would never have been made, because I

would never have thought of them or perceived why

they were important.

But a system cannot be successful if it is too strongly

influenced by a single person. Once the initial design is

complete and fairly robust, the real test begins as peo-

ple with many different viewpoints undertake their own

experiments.

Coming back to the use of typefaces in electronic

publishing: many of the new typographers re-

ceive their knowledge and information about the

rules of typography from books, from computer

magazines or the instruction manuals which they

get with the purchase of a PC or software. There

is not so much basic instruction, as of now, as

there was in the old days, showing the differ-

ences between good and bad typographic de-

sign. Many people are just fascinated by their

PC’s tricks, and think that a widely--praised pro-

gram, called up on the screen, will make every-

thing automatic from now on.

We thrive in information--thick worlds because of our

marvelous and everyday capacity to select, edit, sin-

gle out, structure, highlight, group, pair, merge, har-

monize, synthesize, focus, organize, condense, re-

duce, boil down, choose, categorize, catalog, classify,

list, abstract, scan, look into, idealize, isolate, discrim-

inate, distinguish, screen, pigeonhole, pick over, sort,

integrate, blend, inspect, filter, lump, skip, smooth,

chunk, average, approximate, cluster, aggregate, out-

line, summarize, itemize, review, dip into, flip through,

browse, glance into, leaf through, skim, refine, enumer-

ate, glean, synopsize, winnow the wheat from the chaff

and separate the sheep from the goats.

We thrive in information--thick worlds because of our

marvelous and everyday capacity to select, edit, single

out, structure, highlight, group, pair, merge, harmo-

nize, synthesize, focus, organize, condense, reduce,

boil down, choose, categorize, catalog, classify, list,

abstract, scan, look into, idealize, isolate, discrimi-

nate, distinguish, screen, pigeonhole, pick over, sort,

integrate, blend, inspect, filter, lump, skip, smooth,

chunk, average, approximate, cluster, aggregate, out-

line, summarize, itemize, review, dip into, flip through,

browse, glance into, leaf through, skim, refine, enu-

merate, glean, synopsize, winnow the wheat from the

chaff and separate the sheep from the goats.


